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The Natural World of the Maori
1996

drawing upon the work of archaeologists and historians and quoting
extensively from the myths and songs recorded by the maori writers of
the 18th century this text vividly evokes the maori experience of
aoteaora while the photographs present the country s landscape birds
fish and plants

Te Tohunga: The ancient legends and traditions
of the Maoris
2022-06-02

this work is an excellent introduction to the history of maori and
their myths and legends it contains some of the best drawn art
inspired by maori legend and tradition and the illustrations are so
impactful that they stay with you forever te tohunga in maori means a



talented practitioner of any craft or art religious or otherwise
hamburg born artist wilhelm dittmer has described the art with great
detail and precision the language remains easy to comprehend
throughout the book he includes descriptions of famous maori art
pieces titled tiki the ancestor of mankind the creation of hawaiki the
battle of the giants the death of maui the fight of night and day and
many more maori art is a traditional new zealand art that consists of
the art of the maori people who initially settled the island between
1250 1300 ce maori graphic art comprises mainly of four forms carving
tattooing weaving and painting traditional maori art was favorably
spiritual and told details about their ancestry and other culturally
essential topics the dominant colors in the art were black white and
red dominated

Māori
2008

in maori renowned historian michael king 1945 2004 presents a
comprehensive and searching documentary of maori culture and society



from the earliest daguerreotype around 1852 to the strong protest
images of the 1990s king records and analyses changes and upheaval in
commentary that is always intelligent and objective this book leaves
the reader with not only a better understanding of the past but a
challenge for the future

Land of the Long White Cloud
1989

for children

Maori Music
1996

maori music records and analyses ancient maori musical tradition and
knowledge and explores the impact of european music on this tradition
mervyn mclean draws on diverse written and oral sources gathered over
more than 30 years of scholarship and field work that yielded some



1300 recorded songs hundreds of pages of interviews with singers and
numerous eye witness accounts the work is illustrated throughout with
photos and music examples

First Lessons in Maori
2016-09-01

this vintage book contains the thirteenth edition of first lessons in
maori a practical and comprehensive coursebook for learning the maori
language covering everything from prepositions to relative clauses
this volume will be of considerable utility to modern readers with an
interest in the subject and it would make for a superb addition to
collections of allied literature contents include the maori alphabet
nouns and personal pronouns prepositions definitives adjectives
numerals sentences without verbs verbs neuter verbs relative clauses
miscellaneous progressive exercises key to exercises conversations
vocabulary english maori et cetera many vintage books such as this are
increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now
in an affordable high quality edition complete with the original text



and artwork first published in 1965

The Maori King
2022-04-05

reprint of the original first published in 1864 or the story of our
quarrel with the natives of new zealand

Exhibiting Maori
2007-03

exhibiting māori presents an assessment of the display of māori
culture from the 19th century in doing so it traces the long journey
from curio to specimen artifact art and taonga treasure also it
reveals the story of māori resistance to involvement in and eventual
capture of the display of their culture



Maori and Settler
1891

the renshaws lose their property and emigrate to new zealand against
the odds they succeed in establishing themselves happily in new
zealand

The Natural World of the Maori
2003

the taniwha is new zealand s best known and most loved mythological
creature but what do they look like poet mike johnson and artist jenn
rackham come together to explore this great mystery to be read aloud
for pleasure or used as an early reader taniwha will delight both
young and old



The Old-time Maori
2005

in keeping with his commitment to revisit his first five pieces of
fiction witi ihimaera has reworked the original text of this much
loved classic the matriarch is a woman of intelligence wit beauty and
ruthlessness and has become a mythical figure through her fight to
repossess the land and sustain her people against the ravages wrought
by the pakeha priestess of the ringatu faith she has been virtually a
law unto herself in his search for the truth behind the legends
surrounding the matriarch his grandmother tama mahana delves deeper
and deeper into maori history and lore to understand the mysterious
sources of her power and ambition witi ihimaera s prose is at turns
lyrical and spare sensuous and savage weaving fact with fiction this
remarkable odyssey into new zealand history is a novel of stunning
imaginative power also available as an ebook winner of the wattie book
of the year 1986 runner up for the commonwealth writers prize 1987
witi ihimaera s uncompromising masterwork a profound and spellbinding
character study new zealand herald



Pēhea Te Āhua Nei O Te Taniwha Rā?
2015

a collection of the beautiful loving portraits of older tattooed maori
women by kristine zambucka each in full colour and full sized 142 x 9
5 these women the kuia were fast vanishing even when the book was
published 50 years ago despite their noted longevity but in the words
of dr s m mead in the foreword the tattooed kuia is something more
than a grandmother she is a symbol a bridge between life and death
words which have ever more resonance now perhaps than when they were
written

The Matriarch
2013-07-24

ancient māori creation myths portrayals of larger than life heroes and
tales of engrossing magical beings have endured through the ages some
hail back to hawaiki some are firmly grounded in new zealand and its



landscape through countless generations the stories have been reshaped
and passed on this new collection presents a wide range of traditional
myths that have been retold by some of our best maori wordsmiths

Faces from the Past
1971

tired of boring and drab maori language learning books this book is
bursting with vivid entertaining illustrations by stephen cartwright
that will attract even beginner adult learners the book includes verbs
adjectives opposites numbers colours shapes and many many other
vocabulary themes a complete bilingual index of the vocabulary with a
pronunciation guide is included in the last pages learn maori with
huia is an on going series of books and resources to inspire and help
anyone who is interested in learning maori you can go to the huia
website huia co nz and connect to a link where you can listen to a
native maori speaker to learn how to pronounce every maori word
correctly you can also download picture puzzles and games for free



Te Maori
1984

the post 1945 migration to the cities by maori transformed aotearoa
new zealand forever exploring whatbeing maori means today bestselling
author bradford haami looks back to the experience of the first
migrants and traces the development of an urban maori identity overthe
interceding years numerous photos and personal korero intersperse a
very readable text

Pūrākau
2019

very likely to become the definitive work on the subject a big
beautiful important book warwick roger north and south taia o moko hei
hoa matenga mou take your moko as a friend forever in the traditional
maori world the moko or facial or body tattoo was part of everyday
life everyone had some patterning on their skin men wore elaborate



designs on their faces women s were usually less complex but elegant
and both sexes had extensive body work after almost dying out in the
twentieth century maori skin art is now experiencing a powerful
revival with many young urban maori displaying the moko as a
spectacular gesture of ethnic pride and identity this hugely popular
and magnificently illustrated book compiled by a group of maori
scholars from the university of waikato is the closest there has ever
been to a complete book on moko mau moko examines the use of moko by
traditional maori notes historical material including manuscripts and
unpublished aural sources and links the art to the present day it
explores the cultural and spiritual issues surrounding moko and
relates dozens of stories many of them powerful and heart warming from
wearers and artists mau moko is superbly enhanced by images from early
european encounters traditional maori representations and new colour
photography commissioned for the book by becky nunes tirohia he moko
look and wonder at the beauty of this art form



First Hundred Words in Maori
2007

over 100 recipes for authentic japanese food demystified and made easy
a celebration of food culture and place here are 100 dishes from tokyo
the gastronomic megacity there are recipes for miso sushi soba noodles
bentos sushi fried rice japanese tapas desserts cakes and sweets plus
features on the key essential cooking techniques and key ingredients
making it truly japanese food made simple author maori murota grew up
in tokyo and was inspired to write this book by her mother s cooking
and memories of growing up in tokyo cooking at home eating out her
mission is to demystify japanese food to make it accessible and
understood by anyone and everyone interested in learning about a food
culture and eating well

Story of Maori
1992-08-01



cats

Urban Maori
2018-01-30

maori phrase book including grammar phrases and proverbs and place
names table of contents the maori language maori pronunciation
vocabulary conversation phrases proverbial sayings place names and
their meanings miscellaneous

Mau Moko
2011

pounamu pounamu is classic ihimaera first published om 1972 it was
immediately endorsed by maori and pakeha alike for its original
stories that showed how important maori identity is for all new
zealanders as katherine mansfield did in her first collection in a
german pension 1911 and janet frame in the lagoon 1951 witi ihimaera



explores in pounamu pounamu what it is like to be a new zealander but
from a maori perspective the seeds of ihimaera s later works are first
introduced in this ground breaking collection the whale rider in his
story the whale the rope of man in tangi and the character of simeon
form bulibasha king of the gypsies in one summer morning and the
themes of aroha love whanaungatanga kinship and manaakitanga
supporting each other which are so intergral to ihimaera s work

Tokyo Cult Recipes
2015-10-21

this descriptive grammar provides a uniquely comprehensive description
of maori the east polynesian language of the indigenous people of new
zealand today the language is under threat and it seems likely that
the maori of the future will differ quite considerably from the maori
of the past winifred bauer offers a wide ranging and detailed
description of the structure of the language covering syntax
morphology and phonology based upon narrative texts and data elicited
from older native speaking consultants and illustrated with a wealth



of examples the book will be of interest to both linguistic
theoreticians and descriptive linguists including language typologists

Te Poti ro Potae
2004-04-02

this is the story of amiria s life and marriage as told to anne
salmond amiria was born on the east coast at tuparoa late last century
and her story begins with her childhood spent both in her grandmother
s raupo hut and the magnificent williams homestead kaharau it takes
the reader through her schooldays her taumau arranged marriage to
eruera stirling farming on the coast and latter days in auckland where
the stirlings lived as prominent elders until their deaths in 1983

Say it in Maori
1968

a beautiful collection of artist peter gossage s beloved maori myths



in one stunning volume peter gossage s memorable retellings of maori
oral myths have captivated the children of new zealand for generations
their dramatic and distinctive illustrations with minimal yet
evocative language form a powerful combination and each has earned its
place among the beloved classics of our literature these are exciting
magical tales of adventure and intrigue several feature the remarkable
culture hero maui the quick witted and the trickster whose exploits
include slowing the sun in its course across the sky fishing up the
north island te ika a maui discovering the secret of fire and his
attempt to trick the goddess of death and become immortal maui and
other legends contains eight essential legends in this volume you will
find timeless favourites such as how maui found his mother battle of
the mountains pania of the reef and many more the treasury includes
how maui found his mother how maui found his father and the magic
jawbone the fish of maui how maui slowed the sun how maui found the
secret of fire how maui defied the goddess of death battle of the
mountains pania of the reef



Pounamu Pounamu
2008

makareti also known as maggie papakura finished writing this book
shortly before her death in 1930 it was to be presented for a degree
at oxford university being the first comprehensive ethnographic
account of maori life by a maori scholar

Maori
2003-09-02

as seen on oprah s book club the 1 new zealand bestseller discover how
to live a happier life simple traditional wisdom for difficult modern
times aroha is an ancient maori word and way of thinking maori
psychiatrist dr hinemoa elder explores how aroha can help us all by
sharing 52 thought provoking whakatauki traditional maori life lessons
one for each week of the year discover how we can all find greater
contentment and kindness for ourselves each other and our world by



understanding how we might invite the values of aroha into our daily
lives ki te kotahi te kakaho ka whati ki te kapuia e kore e whati when
we stand alone we are vulnerable but together we are unbreakable

Amiria
2005

presents 1 000 common words in māori accompanied by pictures for young
readers to learn suggested level junior primary

Maui and Other Legends
2016-10-03

a new zealand classic this novel is a raw and powerful portrayal of
maori in new zealand society alan duff s groundbreaking first novel is
one of the most talked about books ever published in new zealand and
is the basis of a major new zealand film this hard hitting story is a
frank and uncompromising portrait in which everyone is a victim until



the strength and vision of one woman transcends brutality and leads
the way to a new life alan duff s first novel bursts upon our literary
landscape with all the noise and power of a new volcano michael
gifkins nz listener

The Old-time Maori
1986

the maori have a rich and colourful tradition of myth and legend many
of their most important and popular tales are retold in this classic
bestselling book written with the general reader in mind the stories
range from the creation of the world to the coming of life death and
knowledge they incorporate the great god tane maui who tamed the sun
the woman on the moon monsters fairies wondrous birds and moving
mountains



Aroha
2020-10-08

in the history of new zealand warfare few fighting units have eclipsed
the achievements of the 28 maori battalion formed at the outbreak of
world war two the battalion gained a reputation for fearless
aggression in numerous encounters in greece crete the western desert
and italy finally returning to new zealand in triumph in 1946 in this
concise and highly readable book wira gardiner recounts the full story
of the maori battalion from it early beginnings to its eventual
disbandment it is a fascinating story of faring and adventure of
heroism and bravery of victory and tragedy

First Thousand Words in Maori
2007

equips your whanau with the first words you need to speak te reo at
home together with lively pictures labelled in māori and english each



page introduces the concepts and words children use as they first
begin to talk get to know people and explore the world around them
scenes include taku tinana my body taku whanau my family taku whare my
house wahi takaro at the park tatahi at the beach te marae the marae
and much more publisher information

A Dictionary of the Maori Language
1917

indigenous peoples around the world have been involved in struggles
for decolonization self determination and recognition of their rights
and the māori of aotearoa new zealand are no exception now that nearly
85 of the māori population have their main place of residence in urban
centres cities have become important sites of affirmation and struggle
grounded in an ethnography of everyday life in the city of auckland
being maori in the city is an investigation of what being māori means
today one of the first ethnographic studies of māori urbanization
since the 1970s this book is based on almost two years of fieldwork
living with māori families and more than 250 hours of interviews in



contrast with studies that have focused on indigenous elites and
official groups and organizations being māori in the city shines a
light on the lives of ordinary individuals and families using this
approach natacha gagné adroitly underlines how indigenous ways of
being are maintained and even strengthened through change and openness
to the larger society

Once Were Warriors
2012-12-07

Teach Yourself Maori
1961



Māori Myth and Legend
2011

Te Mura O Te Ahi
1995

My First Words in Maori
2020-11

First Lessons in Maori
1963



Being Maori in the City
2013-01-21

The Maori as He was
1924

Maori Tales of Long Ago
2014-04-14
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